
 

 

 

 

School Closure Learning Planner 

 

Class: Year 5 (Indigo, Turquoise and Emerald) 

Week beginning: 4th May 2020 

A message from my teacher: 

Hello again Year 5! 

 

We hope you are all well and safe and enjoying spending some time at home.   We have been very impressed with the learning you have been doing so far!   Lots 

completed with pride too! 

 

You will notice that the resources are slightly different for the Maths, this is because of a change in access White Rose are offering for parents.  The children will 

no longer be able to access the worksheets provided by them via the website.   However, having purchased the worksheets we have made these available as attached 

files on our website for this week’s home learning.   

 

We can't wait to see more amazing work from you this week. Just a reminder that you can continue to send us examples of your work on twitter: @MrHyett 

@MrsJLimb @MissStewardQSN or don’t forget that you can email us at our class email pages which will be checked regularly at: indigo@queenborough.kent.sch.uk 

turquoise@queenborough.kent.sch.uk and emerald@queenborough.kent.sch.uk   

 

Mr Hyett, Mrs Limb & Miss Steward 

 

Subject: Learning 

Objective: 

Activity: Guidance: Key resources: 

Reading 1 To be able to 

summarise the 

main ideas 

drawn from 

more than one 

paragraph, 

identifying key 

details that 

support the 

main ideas. 

Title – Hercules Beetle Appearance 

Look at the non-chronological report of a Hercules 

Beetle. Focus on the appearance section. Write a 

paragraph summarising the appearance of a Hercules 

beetle.   

Ensure your paragraph is written in 

full sentences. Can you show off by 

using a semi-colon? 

Hercules Beetles Report from 

cornerstones available on the 

Year 5 Class Page.  

mailto:indigo@queenborough.kent.sch.uk
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Reading 2 To be able to 

answer a range 

of questions 

(vocabulary, 

inference, 

prediction, 

explanation, 

retrieval and 

summary) using 

understanding 

from the text. 

Read the formal letter and answer the questions 

based on this text. Remember to go back and 

highlight the key information. You may want to read 

it aloud to a parent to practice your fluency.  

Find the ‘Formal Letter’ resource on 

the school website.  

Formal Letter reading resource.  

Reading 3 To be able to 

discuss their 

understanding 

of the meaning 

of words in 

context, finding 

other words 

which are 

similar. 

 

Using the black and white vocabulary mat read 

through the vocabulary. Consider how an author might 

use these with a text to create different moods. Pick 

5 words from the vocabulary mat and use them in a 

sentence that you think would be appropriate for a 

book you have read.  

For example: 

Book: War Horse 

Word: Bleak 

Sentence: Peering across the barren land, Joey’s 

bleak mood intensified.  

Find the vocabulary mat on the 

School Website.  

Vocabulary Mat 

Reading 4 To be able to 

answer a range 

of questions 

(vocabulary, 

inference, 

prediction, 

explanation, 

retrieval and 

summary) using 

understanding 

from the text. 

Read the narrative poem ‘The Raven’ and answer the 

questions based on this text. Remember to go back 

and highlight the key information. You may want to 

read it aloud to a parent to practice your fluency. 

Find the ‘The Raven’ resource on the 

school website.  

‘The Raven’ reading resource.  

Reading 5 To be able to 

answer a range 

of questions 

(vocabulary, 

Visit: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Wk8meL7Glk 

You will recognise this video from our writing 

that we completed at school.  

Find the Alchemist’s Letter Video 

VIPERS 1 on the school website.  

Alchemist’s Letter Video 

VIPERS 1 Resource 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Wk8meL7Glk


inference, 

prediction, 

explanation, 

retrieval and 

summary) using 

understanding 

from a film. 

Using the Alchemist’s Letter Video VIPERS 1 on 

the school website, follow the instructions and 

answer the questions.  

Literacy 1 Discuss the 

writer’s use of 

language, 

structure and 

presentation in 

a range of 

texts, and how 

these 

contribute to 

meaning and 

effect. 

Title: Instruction Features 

Look at the modelled set of instructions on the 

website. Now think about other instructions you 

might have followed such as a recipe.  

Think about the similarities of these and make a list 

of the features of instructions.  

Consider which tense and person 

instructions are written in. How are 

imperative (bossy) verbs used?  

Instructions on the school 

website.  

Literacy 2 Ask a range of 

questions to 

improve their 

understanding 

of what they 

have read, 

appropriate to 

the task, and 

give clear 

explanations 

and reasons for 

their views. 

Title: Analysis of Instructions 

Now for the fun part! Follow the instructions to make 

the mini-beast hotel or your own set of instructions 

(such as a recipe). As you follow the instructions 

identify which words and phrases make the 

instructions easy to follow and which parts you think 

need improving with extra information. In your book, 

write down the vocabulary you are going to use when 

you write your instructions.  

 Instructions on the school 

website.  

Literacy 3 Select 

increasingly 

appropriate 

vocabulary and 

sentence 

structures for 

the genre of 

Title: Instructions 

Produce a set of instructions for a younger child to 

follow. Your instructions could be on making a mini-

beast hotel or something else of your choosing! When 

writing your instructions pay close attention to your 

spelling, punctuation and grammar. Don’t forget your 

list of equipment and to spend some time illustrating 

 Instructions on the school 

website.  



writing. your writing so it looks like a published piece.  

 

Literacy 4 Discuss the 

writer’s use of 

language, 

structure and 

presentation in 

a range of 

texts, and how 

these 

contribute to 

meaning and 

effect. 

Title: Advertisement Draft 

You’ve created an incredible hotel but you don’t have 

any guests! It’s time to create an advert for your 

hotel. Today spend time drafting your advert.  Use 

the website and the PowerPoint to learn about 

adverts before you start. Think about some attention 

grabbing headlines such as: ‘New luxury mini-beast 

hotel opening today!’, ’Five star hotel in the beautiful 

grounds of my garden’, ‘Dark, damp and full of nooks 

and crannies!’ 

 

Visit 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics
/z2yycdm/articles/z8t2v9q to learn 
about adverts.  

Use the PowerPoint on the school 

website to also learn about adverts.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
topics/z2yycdm/articles/z8t2v9q 

PowerPoint on the school 

website.  

Literacy 5 To be able to 

edit and assess 

your writing.  

Title: Published Advertisement 

Read through your writing from yesterday and think 

about how you can present it in an eye-catching way. 

Consider colours and writing style to entice mini-

beasts to your hotel. Make sure to tweet us a picture!  

Use the PowerPoint on the school 

website to self-assess your advert. 

PowerPoint on the school 

website. 

Maths  1 To be able to 

add decimals 

within 1. 

Title: Adding Decimals 

 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/  

 

Complete: Summer Term – Week 1 (w/c20th April) 

 

Lesson 1 – Adding decimals within 1 

  

Watch the video then complete the worksheet 

attached on our website.  This should be completed in 

your squared book. 

You must use the link to complete 

this Maths lesson 

 

You can find the worksheet and 

answers on the website to mark your 

own work.  How did you do? 

 

Don’t forget: 

Think about what happens when you 

have more than 9 in a single place 

value column.    

2 hundredths and 8 hundredths 

become 1 tenth, rather than 10 

hundredths because you exchange. 

https://whiterosemaths.com/ho
melearning/year-5/ 

Maths 2 To be able to 

subtract 

decimals within 

1. 

Title: Subtracting Decimals 

 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/  

 

Complete: Summer Term – Week 1 (w/c20th April) 

You must use the link to complete 

this Maths lesson 

 

You can find the worksheet and 

answers on the website to mark your 

https://whiterosemaths.com/ho

melearning/year-5/  
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Lesson 2 – Subtracting decimals within 1 

 

Watch the video then complete the worksheet 

attached on our website.  This should be completed in 

your squared book. 

own work.  How did you do? 

 

Don’t forget: 

If you’re subtracting 0.2 and 0.1, 

how much are you subtracting 

altogether? 

 

Don’t forget subtraction is not 

commutative.   If you can’t subtract, 

you will need to exchange as per the 

example below: 

 
 

If you are finding the difference, 

this needs subtraction.    53 

hundredths is 0.53.   8 tenths is 0.8.     

Maths 3 To be able to 

solve simple 

measure and 

money problems 

involving 

fractions and 

decimals to two 

decimal places. 

Title: Subtracting Decimals 

 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/  

 

Complete: Summer Term – Week 1 (w/c20th April) 

 

Lesson 3 – Complements to 1 

 

Watch the video then complete the worksheet 

attached on our website.  This should be completed in 

your squared book. 

You must use the link to complete 

this Maths lesson 

 

You can find the worksheet and 

answers on the website to mark your 

own work.  How did you do? 

 

Don’t forget: 

These will require to use your 

knowledge of addition and 

subtraction.   1 = 1.00  

 

Do you need to add or subtract?   

Well, see what you think, try it.   

Does it make sense when you read 

the complete number sentence?  

https://whiterosemaths.com/ho

melearning/year-5/  
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For example.   

 

0.2 + ____ = 1 

 

If I tried adding I’d get 1.2.   Does 

that make sense?  0.2 + 1.2 = 1?  No?  

So it must be subtract rather than 

add. 

 

Maths 4 To be able to 

solve simple 

measure and 

money problems 

involving 

fractions and 

decimals to two 

decimal places. 

Title: Adding Decimals Larger Than One 

 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/  

 

Complete: Summer Term – Week 1 (w/c20th April) 

 

Lesson 4 – Adding decimals – crossing the whole 

 

Watch the video then complete the worksheet 

attached on our website.  This should be completed in 

your squared book. 

You must use the link to complete 

this Maths lesson 

 

You can find the worksheet and 

answers on the website to mark your 

own work.  How did you do? 

 

Don’t forget: 

When ‘crossing the whole’, this is 

just exchanging.  It’s exchanging 10 

tenths for a one.   In the same way 

that you exchange 10 hundredths 

for a tenth. 

 

It can be more than 10 ones being 

exchanged if adding more than 2 

numbers.   For example, you may 

exchange 20 tenths for 2 ones. You 

will need to think about this for 

Question 5.  

https://whiterosemaths.com/ho

melearning/year-5/  

 

Maths 5 To be able to 

recall 

multiplication 

and division 

facts up to 12 x 

12 

TT Rockstars  

 

Can you complete 10 games in the Studio, what has 

happened to your speed?   Has it gone down?   Maybe 

it’s gone up?   This might be the case if you’ve not 

played in a while.   

 

Play 10 games in Studio and then send Mr Hyett a 

Could you take some photos of your 

Maths learning from across this 

week and email it to your class email 

address? 

 

Example factor rainbow for the 

number 24.  

https://ttrockstars.com/  

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
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Rockslam Challenge!  

 

CHALLENGE!   Can you make some factor rainbows 

for some numbers of your choice in your squared 

book?   (See the example in the guidance as a 

reminder). 

Title: Factor Rainbows 

 
Science 1 To be able to 

describe, using 
knowledge of 
food chains and 
webs, what 
could happen if 
a habitat had a 
living thing 
removed or 
introduced. 

Title- Food Chain 

 

Watch the BBC Bitesize video for information on 

food chains. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbnnb9q/arti

cles/zwbtxsg 

 

You can then choose your own animal and draw a food 

chain for it?  You should also label the food chain 

using the terms: predator, prey, consumer and 

producer. 

In addition to the directed task, 

please find a selection of games 

attached which can be found on the 

BBC Bitesize website (using the link 

for this lesson). 

Let us know if you enjoy these, 

maybe tweet us a photo or a 

screenshot of your playing.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize

/topics/zbnnb9q/articles/zwbt

xsg 

 

Science 2 To be able to 
compare the life 
cycles of 
animals, 
including a 
mammal, an 
amphibian, an 
insect and a bird 

Title- Metamorphosis 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRTnN0TSDO4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvmQiWpgX5c 

 

First, watch these two clips and discuss with a loved 

one what you think metamorphosis is.  Find a 

definition for this and write down your own definition 

for this in your book. 

 

Next, find the sheet called 'Amphibian Life Cycles' 

on the website.  Can you draw a diagram to show the 

stages of metamorphosis for 1 or more of the 

amphibians given? 

The BBC Bitesize link given in the 
resources section for this lesson could 
support your child in exploring this 
topic further if they wish.    

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/cl

ass-clips-video/science-ks2--

ks3-the-life-cycles-of-

different-organisms/zvh8qp3 
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Art 1 To be able to 
produce creative 
work on a 
theme, 
developing ideas 
through a range 
of preliminary 
sketches or 
models. 

Title- Mixed Media Collage Life Cycle 
 
Do you know what a mixed media collage is?  This just 
means to create a collage style picture using a variety of 
different objects or different forms of Art.  These could 
be Art materials such as paints, chalks, pencils etc.  It 
could even be using any recycling, natural materials, 
etc. too, so use your imagination. 
 
Can you create a mixed media collage to show the life 
cycle of any creature? 
 
Remember... You don't have to have lots of Art supplies, 
you can use anything which you already have around. 

Please find some videos and links 
which show examples of a variety of 
mixed media art work. 
 
You can use these if you are stuck on 
how to get started; but remember, 
the more imaginative, the better. 

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=6JxZZxjwRhc 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=qZ97csJTZRM 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=egsWEc4Ze34 
 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/kgc
rafts/collage-mixed-media-
videos/ 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=qEDbgKQD4Ak 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=4fiyEQgpoLM 

DT 1 To be able to 
use research 
and develop 
design criteria to 
inform the 
design of a 
product. 

Title- My Minibeast 
 
Think about all the minibeasts you know about.  What 
characteristics make them strong/useful?  What parts 
of them make them weak? 
 
If you could combine 2 or 3 different minibeasts and 
come up with your own, what would your minibeast 
look like?  What parts would you take from the other 
minibeasts of your choice?  What would you call it? 
 
Design your minibeast.  Make sure you label the 
different parts of your creation, give it a title with its 
name and explain why you have chosen the name and 
certain features. 
 
Be creative and have fun. 

Use your imagination and use what 
you have already learned/ already 
know. 
 
You could always research strong 
minibeasts if you wanted to find out 
more first. 

 

 

Spellings to learn this week: 

This week’s spellings are all adverbials of time.   Attached to the class page for this week are 3 tasks that you may find useful; a look say cover sheet, a word 
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search and a snakes and ladders activity.    

 

1. yesterday 

2. tomorrow 

3. later 

4. immediately 

5. earlier 

6. eventually 

7. recently 

8. previously 

9. finally 

10. lately  

 

 
Other possible activities: 

 Could you make your own ‘Bug Hotel’?   Research some ideas online, this might be something for you to do over a period of time 

 Some PE learning with Carl Tracey AKA Mr Move It: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLpdHNSQVb8&feature=youtu.be  

 Try some computing with Hour Of Code – lots of age sorted activities available at https://hourofcode.com/uk  

 I (Mr Hyett) have been really enjoying spending some time cooking over this time we haven’t been at school.   Perhaps you could try some cooking too and 

tweet us the photos, we would love to see what you have created. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLpdHNSQVb8&feature=youtu.be
https://hourofcode.com/uk


 There are lots of high quality resources available on the BBC website (https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zhgppg8/year-5-lessons/1 ) and the Oak National 

Academy (https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-5/#schedule ).   These both provide one English, one Maths and one other lesson each day for 
the week.   This will obviously not be based on our chosen theme, however, any learning you can complete at home is great and we are here to help.     

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zhgppg8/year-5-lessons/1
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-5/#schedule

